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This portrait of Alfonse Mucha was engraved
and signed by Tindra Schmidt (1897 - 1984). It
commemorated the 40th anniversary of Mucha's
first stamps for the republic in 1918.
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&4/7ohonse i/Ittcha
Art Nowa u and raper Vioney Artist

"I do not want to be an artist if it should mean creating art for art's sake.... The
conception of modern art as subject to passing fashion is an insult to art. Art is
every bit as eternal as man's progress, for it is the function of art to light man on
his way" (Mucha 1974, 22).

by GENE HESSLER

O
 NE could say the world is divided

into two groups: those who rec-
ognize the style of Alfonse Mucha

and those who recognize the style but can't
name the artist. This artist is the creator of
those beautiful, often sensuous ladies in
flowing gowns with overlapping folds.
Mucha was influenced by teachers Hans
Makart (1840-1884), Carlos Schwabe
(1866-1926) and perhaps Jules Joseph
Lefebvre (1836-1912). 1 When Mucha be-
came the toast of Paris and was in demand
throughout the world, including the
United States, his art was imitated, and his
art was—Art Nouveau.

"At the time he had electrified Paris—
and, indeed, the whole of France—with his
wonderful work, notably his poster of
Gistnonda [for Sarah Bernhardt]. His name
was on every wall and in every mouth. He
was ... lionized wherever he chanced to
go" (Reade 5). Just as an understudy re-
places the star of the show and becomes
an overnight success, Alfonse Mucha had
been engaged when the "regular" artist was
unavailable.

The world could not get enough of
Mucha's images. His art appeared on calendars, posters, ad-
vertisements for toothpaste, champagne, chocolates and
Nestle's Food for Infants, and ultimately bank notes and post-
age stamps. Because of his commercial success, primarily from
his posters that celebrated the legendary actress Sarah
Bernhardt, some purists refused to accept his illustrations as
art. Alfonse Mucha also designed jewelry, some specifically for
the French actress.

Alfons—the world adopted the French spelling of
Alphonse—Mucha was born on 24 July 1860 in IvanC ice, in
Southern Moravia, then part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
As a boy he received a choral scholarship to St. Peter's Church
in Brno, now in the Czech Republic. Mucha learned to play
the violin and the guitar, and retained his love of music
throughout his life. It could easily be said that there is music
in his art, the music of Claude Debussy (1862-1918) and
Frederick Delius (1862-1934); both were composing in Paris
at the time Mucha was there. Mucha and Delius were friends,
and the artist probably was acquainted with Debussy.

In his reminiscences Mucha would
write: "For me the notions of painting,
going to church and music are so closely
knit that I often cannot decide whether I
like church for the music, or music for its
place in the mystery which it accompa-
nies" (Mucha 1966, 13).

At 15, after his education at the Slav
Gymnasium in Brno, the young artist went
to Usti-Nad-Orlici where he met and
learned from Johann Umlaut - (1825-
1916), a painter in the Baroque tradition.
In 1882 Mucha went to Vienna to paint
scenery for the Ring Theater, which was
subsequently destroyed by fire. Stranded,
the young artist made his way to klikulov
(then Nikolsburg) on the Moravian bor-
der. With his last Austrian gulden he took
a room at the Hotel zum LOwen. He placed
one of his female drawings in a local book-
shop. On the drawing he wrote "Hotel
zum LOwen—five Florins." This was inter-
preted as a solicitation by a prostitute and
created considerable outrage. The public-
ity turned to profit for Mucha; he remained
there for two years by selling his drawings
(Reade 7).

The incident at Mikulov put Mucha in touch with Count
Karl Khuen-Belasi. who commissioned the artist to decorate
his country house at Emmahof. The frescoes of medieval
knights and ladies at Emmahof, now destroyed, "are said to
have shown the influence of Delacroix, Makart and Dore "
(Mucha 1974, 37). The first formal training for Mucha came
when he went to the Munich Academy in 1883 with Count
Karl as his patron. There, his teacher was Ludwig von LOfftz
(1845-1910), whose folkloristic detail influenced the young
Slay. In early 1889 Mucha went to Paris to study under Lefebvre
at the Academie Julian. Discouraged, he returned to work for
his patron at Emmahof. In the fall of that year Mucha returned
to Paris to study at the more comfortable Academie Colarossi.
The art student was forced to withdraw when his patron com-
mitted suicide.

Now on his own, Mucha moved to a small room in
Montpamasse. He continued to send drawings to Prague, where
his drawings were published in a growing number of publica-
tions. At times it was necessary to draw on wood for wood
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engraving illustrations and on stone for lithographic repro-
ductions.

Moderate success allowed Mucha to move to an authentic
studio just across the avenue where he had been living. Al-
though he lived in Paris, the artist remained a champion for
Czech nationalism all his life. Extremely sympathetic, he made
the "acquaintance of any Slav he saw" (Reade 11). He associ-
ated with the Parisian artists including Auguste Rodin (1840-
1917) and Paul Gauguin (1848-1903). Mucha helped Gauguin
with his first exhibition. Nevertheless, the Art Nouveau style
of Alfonse Mucha had little in common with the impression-
ists and realists in Paris. He did, however, join his fellow art-
ists and flirt with the occult sciences even though he practiced
Catholicism all his life.

In 1898 Mucha shared a studio with Anglo-American artist
James Whistler (1834-1903), where they taught other artists.
This relationship was short-lived. Nevertheless, Whistler deco-
rated his personal studio with Mucha drawings. When asked
why, Whistler replied: "So that I can show fools like you what
it means to be able to draw" (Mucha 1974, 60). "No student
was too young or inexperienced to invade [Mucha's] studio
and ask for his always kindly criticism; no struggling artist too
obscure to apply for his always good advice" (Reade 5). Mucha,
the proclaimed high priest of Art Nouveau, kept his Paris stu-
dio until 1910, when he returned to Zbirov in Bohemia, now
part of the Czech Republic.

Alfonse Mucha was a dominant artist at the 1900 World
Exposition in Paris. He created posters for Austria, the city of
Paris and individual firms represented at the Exposition; he
also designed sculpture. Afterward his Art Nouveau was often
identified as "Le Style Mucha." The artist received several med-
als for his contributions to the Exposition.

It was probably about this time that Mucha met Alberto
Santos-Dumont (1873-1932). 2 Although he declined voyages
aloft in balloons, the artist was fascinated with aeronautics
and therefore became friends with the Brazilian airship pio-
neer, who was the first to put a flying machine in the air in
Europe.

It was 1903 when Mucha met Maria Chytilova, a 20-year-
old Bohemian art student; he and Maru§ka, as he would call
her, were married on 10 June 1906. The year 1903 was also
the year the artist met the Baroness Rothschild, who suggested
that Mucha go to America, and arranged for his first commis-
sion there—a portrait of Mrs. Wismann. Sarah Bernhardt rein-
forced this suggestion to visit America.

Alfonse Mucha sailed to New York in 1904, the first of six
trips he would make to the U.S.; the last was 1913. In addition
to mention on the front and back pages of the 3 April 1904
issue, The New York Daily News added a color supplement of
his work. The headline proclaimed: "Mucha the life and work
of the greatest decorative artist in the world." The American
press described his elegant female figures as the "Mucha
Woman." The visiting artist rented a studio at 58 W. 57th Street,
just off 5th Avenue.

It was during a visit to the U.S. in 1905 when Mucha met
millionaire Charles R. Crane, whose daughter, Josephine,
would have her image immortalized on a Czech bank note.
The two men had met by chance, and their friendship was
renewed during a visit in 1909. At that time Mr. Crane was
having a house built for his eldest daughter, Josephine. The
architect would create a specific place in the house for this
painting which was to be called Slavic. It would be a develop-
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This poster (105x77 cm) was created for the 1904 St. Louis Exhibition.
(Courtesy of the St. Louis Public Library)

The Prague Insurance poster, with Slavia, to honor the
life of Alfonse Mocha.

ment of a poster the artist had created for the Prague Insur-
ance Company in 1907. Charles R.Crane empathized with
Mucha in his devotion to and obsession with the history of
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Page one of the New York Daily News color supplement.
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Four examples of Mucha art were engraved as postage stamps by I. 8vengsbir (1921-1983), they are: Painting„

306, S(cott); Music, 606, S; Dance, 1K, S; and Two Documents Decoratifs, 2K, S.
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The cover of Mucha Poster Postcards.

the Slays. Ultimately he would provide the funds for Alfonse
Mucha to create his monumental Slav Epic-20 vast panels in
tempera and oil. Crane's daughter Frances married Jan

Masaryk, son of T.G. Masaryk (1850-1937) philosopher and
Czechoslovakia's first president.
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The back of the 10 K., P8

The back of the 100 K., P 11. (Courtesy of Richard Piertnattei)
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In 1918, when World War I came to an end, Alfonse Mucha
was asked to design bank notes and postage stamps for the
newly-created Republic of Czechoslovakia, Mucha's homeland.
Out of devotion to his native land, Mucha asked for no com-
pensation for his designs.

The 10 K(orun), P8; 20 K., P9; 100 K., P11; and 500 K., P12
were designed by Alfonse Mucha. The heads on the back of
the 10 K. are those of Jaroslava, Mucha's first daughter. Some
say that the heads on the hack of the 100 K. are those of the
artist's wife, Maru§ka. Soon after the locally-printed100 and
500 Korun notes were issued, both were counterfeited. The
notes were withdrawn and American Bank Note Company
(ABNCo) in New York City was asked to create plates for more
sophisticated notes as quickly as possible. Ultimately ABNCo
prepared an entire series of notes, i.e., 100, 500, 1000 and
5000 K.

The new 100 K. note, P15, was designed by Alfonse Mucha
and included his lovely Slavin on the face. This beautiful im-
age, based on the likeness of Josephine Crane, was engraved
by the premiere engraver at ABNCo, Robert Savage (1868-
1943). The back of the note shows the St. Charles Bridge, one
of the famous landmarks in Prague.

As this note circulated there was an exhibit of selections of
Mucha's Slav Epic at the Brooklyn Museum. It was the policy
to charge admission for special exhibits. However, Mucha in-
sisted that admission would be free-600,000 people saw the
exhibit. Edwin Blashfield (1848-1936), the designer of the U.S.
1896 $2 silver certificate, spoke out, unsuccessfully, in an at-
tempt to have the exhibit period extended in the linited States.
One of Mucha's paintings came to the U.S. permanently. In
1887 an altar piece of Sts. Cyril and Methodius went to the
Church of St. John of Nepomuk in Pisek, ND.

This 100 K. note circulated from 1920 to 1939 and is now
extremely scarce in nice condition. Few collectors know the
American connection with this beautiful note. Nevertheless, it
is a note that many collectors want simply because it is an
example of good design and engraving.

Less than ten authentic 500 K., P12 notes are known. It was
superbly counterfeited by Dr. Julius
Meczarosz, a university professor in
Budapest; he had 60,000 pieces printed
in Weitzeldorf, Austria. At the time 500
K. equaled about $16. Counterfeits have
a printed imitation watermark. They also
"lack the haCek accent mark (resembling
a small 'v') over the letter 'C' of the text
'C.187, – at the top on the back (Krause
398). Most collectors will happily accept
a counterfeit of this note, if one can be
found.

The new 500 K., P19, prepared at
ABNCo, was not issued until 1923. How-
ever, a 1000 K., P13A and 5000 K., P14,
also prepared at ABNCo, preceded it in
1919. In 1931 a new 50 K., P23 was is-

sued; it circulated until
1944. This note was de-
signed by the aging
Alfonse Mucha. The ma-
ture image of his daughter,
Jaroslava, graces this note.
The artist also designed a
1 K. for the first issue in
1919. This unissued design
is illustrated in Mucha
(1966).

Mucha also designed 50
and 1000 leva notes for
Bulgaria, and a 10 dinara
for Yugoslavia; all \ vent
unissued. The 1000 leva
and 10 dinara notes are il-
lustrated in Mucha (1980).

The State Printing
Office, where Czech paper
money would be engraved
and printed, opened in
1928. Alphonse Mucha
designed the figures above

the entrance. A head of Liberty with her symbolic Liberty Cap
was placed in the center. During the German occupation the
liberty cap was forcibly removed. As a reminder, the symbol
of freedom was never replaced.

Anticipating the end of the war and the establishment of a
republic, the first stamp was designed in May 1918, engraved
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ti7	 The face of an authentic 500 K., P12.
(Courtesy of Richard Piermattei)

The face of the counterfeit 500 K.,
P12, lacks the haek ("v") above the
"C" in "C187" at the top.

The back of an authentic 500 K., P12.
The female appears to represent
laroslava, the artist's daughter. (Cour-
tesy of Richard Piermattei)
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This essai for the back of the 100 K is
similar to the 500 K.

This essai for the lace of the 100 K is similar to the 500 K.
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This Czech 1000 K. essai is dated 1 January 1919.
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The 100 K., 015, wi th the
image of Slavia.

STO KORVN
PAD LANI STATOVEK TRESTA SE VESILE ZAKONA.

438808 Jaroslava Mucha was the model for this 50 K., P23.
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Incomplete face essai for the Bul-
garia 50 leva. (Courtesy of
Ryant and Jan Bajer)
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Incomplete back essai for the Bul-
garia 50 leva. (Courtesy of Jiri Ryant
and Jan Bajer)
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and printed before the Armistice took place. The first stamps
are referred to as the HradCany (Castle) Series, because the
famous landmark is in the center with the St. Vitus Cathedral
to the right. All denominations, Scott 1-53-there were two
issues-have the same design. Alfonse Mucha was asked why
he selected the Hraaany as the symbol for the new republic.
He replied: "Ever since my boyhood I felt and saw in the archi-
tectural lines of the St. Vitus Cathedral, built close to the Castle,
a powerful interpretation of our national symbol. I could there-
fore not choose any other subject.... "

This souvenir sheet with portraits of Alfonse Mucha by Vaclav Fajt (b. 1952)
and a reengraved Mucha stamp by lindra Schmidt commemorate the first
Czech stamps in 1918. Mr. Fajt's signature is at the lower right.

The entrance to the State Printing Office showing the image of Liberty

before and after her cap was removed.

Mucha went on to say that "the small budding leaves are
the eternal expression of our ever blooming and awakening
national life." Referring to the small roosters in the corners he
said they "express and pronounce the coming of a new day,
the hope for a glorious future of our nation" (Lowery 483-
484). Alfonse Mucha also designed the first newspaper stamps,
Scott P1-10 and SP14-16.

Twenty years after the first bank notes and postage stamps
were issued, World War Il was underway when the Germans
invaded Czechoslovakia on 15 March 1939. Alfonse Mucha
was one of the first to be interrogated. From that time his health
declined until his death on 14 July 1939. The Germans would
not permit the state funeral that the famous artist deserved.
Nevertheless, Alfonse Mucha was buried at Vykhrad where
Dvorak, Smetana, Svabinsky and other national artists, writ-
ers and musicians rest.

Endnotes

1 See PAPER MONEY No. 160, p. 135 for an example of Lefebvre's art
on paper money.
2 An image of Santos-Dumont engraved by Ken Guy is on the Brazil
10,000 cruzeiros, PA182.
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My appreciation is extended to Frantikk SedlaC'ek for supplying some
of the essai illustrations.

Inexpensive publications with Mucha illustrations available from
Dover Publications, 31 E. 2nd St., Mineola, NY 11501: Drawings of
Mucha; Mucha Ilsee; Mucha Poster Postcards; Mucha's Figures Decorative's;
Original Mucha Postcards.
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